### Master’s Programme in Architecture (MARK) 120 ECTS Credits 2017/18

**1 semester**
- AAHN02 - Advanced Architectural Design I 15.0 ECTS
- AAHN25 - Advanced Architectural Design I, Theory 7.5 ECTS
- AAKN20 - Architecture, Materials and Details I 7.5 ECTS

**2 semester**
- AAHN06 - Advanced Architectural Design II 15.0 ECTS
- AAHN10 - Integrated Design: Structural Design - Arch Design 7.5 ECTS
- AAHN15 - Creative Tools of Architecture I 7.5 ECTS
- ABAN15 - Climate Smart Arch and Urban Design
- AFOX30 - Architecture as Temporal Landscape

**3 semester**
- ASEN01 - Spatial Experiments I 15.0 ECTS
- ASEN15 - Spatial Experiments II, Theory 7.5 ECTS
- AAHN10 - Integrated Design: Structural Design - Arch Design 7.5 ECTS

**4 semester**
- AAHM10 - Degree Project in Advanced Architectural Design 30.0 ECTS
- AASN31 - Sustainable Urban Dynamics 15.0 ECTS
- AASN41 - Urban Dynamics, Theories and Tendencies 7.5 ECTS

**with a specialization in**
- **Advanced Architectural Design**
- **Spatial Experiments**
- **Human Shelter/Urban Space**

**Main courses**
- AAHN02 - Advanced Architectural Design I 15.0 ECTS
- AAHN25 - Advanced Architectural Design I, Theory 7.5 ECTS
- AAKN20 - Architecture, Materials and Details I 7.5 ECTS
- ASEN01 - Spatial Experiments I 15.0 ECTS
- ASEN10 - Spatial Experiments I Theory 7.5 ECTS

**Please note!**
During your education at the Masters Programme in Architecture you have to choose one of the more theoretical elective courses:
- either **AFON25** - Performing Theories, 7.5 ECTS, or **AFON30** - Architecture as Temporal Landscape, 7.5 ECTS.